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 Introduction
 Case studies of systems
– Hellenic National Archive of Doctoral Dissertations
– Studies / reports commissioned by government 
organisations
 Repositories interoperating in a SOA 
environment
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 Nikos Houssos
 nhoussos AT ekt.gr
 National Documentation Centre (EKT / 
NHRF)
 Head, Software Development Unit
 euroCRIS BoardMember 
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Hellenic National Archive 
of PhD Theses
 All theses awarded by Greek Universities
 Theses of Greek scholars for PhDs obtained in 
foreign universities
 In operation at EKT (print archive) since 1985
 24000 theses in total (since 1901)
 25% theses not yet digitized
 1200-1400 arriving every year
 Repository (http://phdtheses.ekt.gr), internal 
workflow management system and authority servers 
in a SOA configuration
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 An alternative way to present content opening a 
range of possibilities
 Bookmarking
 Detailed access statistics – navigation / 
bookmarking information
 Better promotion of the overall system - back 
links to repository
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Studies / reports commissioned by 
government organisations
 Work funded by governmental organisations and 
done by companies, universities, research 
centres, individuals
 Important material for diverse audiences
– Significant facts and findings 
– Spatial and temporal focus
 Wide range of disciplines – particularly important 
for social sciences
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 For the general public:
– Dissemination of the material to interested users
 For government organisations:
– Avoid allocation of funding for work already done in 
the past  
– Transparency regarding where public funding goes -
reporting on contracts awards for studies to specific 
individuals and organisations
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Repositories – more emphasis on 
digital content?
 Presentation of content adapted according to
– type (book, article, data set, …)
– form of digital material (text, image, …)
– devices: e-book readers, tablets, smartphones, …
 Improvement of user experience regarding content 
presentation – in addition to downloading files
 Full-text search and hit highlighting.
 Automatically checking the quality of digital content 
upon submission and helping the submitter improve 
it.
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pandektis.ekt.gr
http://code.google.com/p/yapi-viewer/
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 Research: CRIS, IR, VRE
 E-Learning - VLE / LMS and Learning Object 
Repositories
 Workflows for the production of content  -> EKT 
HEDI system
 E-Publishing 
– Peer review management systems
– Reproduction rights management systems
 Content re-purposing
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Requirements beyond 
existing standards
 Full CRUD APIs (Not only deposit / SWORD)
 Retrieval – update of digital material (full text)
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